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ACTIVITY
BOOK
Staying Connected While Being Distant
Volume Twelve
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MATCHING
Find the 3 matching pairs! A matching pair means that 2 of these pictures are exactly the same.
There are 6 pictures total, which means that there are 3 different matching pairs to find. Write
down which pictures you think are matching pairs, then check your answers on the bottom of the
page.

PAIRS

1

2

3

4

5

6

#_______ & #_______

Answers: 1 & 5, 2 & 3, 4 & 6

#_______ & #_______ #_______ & #_______

ORANGE
DREAMSICLE
POPSICLES
INGREDIENTS
1 Can of coconut milk
1 cup of orange juice
1/3 cup of maple syrup
1/4 teaspoon turmeric powder

DIRECTIONS
1. Put all ingredients in a blender. Blend
until mixture is smooth and fully
blended.
2. pour blended mixture into popsicle
molds and cover the top of the molds
with aluminum foil or plastic wrap.
3. freeze for 40 minutes.
4. Place popsicle sticks in the center of
each popsicle mold and freeze for 2
hours.

ANIMAL WORKOUT
Set a timer to perform each exercise for 45 seconds, with
15 seconds of resting in between each exercise.

FROG JUMP

Hop up and squat down like a frog.

BEAR WALK

Walk with your hands and feet on the floor with your
hips up high in the air.

GORILLA SHUFFLE

In a low sumo squat, put your hands on the floor to
balance and shuffle around the room.

STARFISH JUMP

Jump while spreading your arms and legs out wide,
like jumping jacks.

CHEETAH RUN

Run in place as fast as you can.

CRAB WALK

Sit down and put your palms on the floor behind you.
Keep your feet planted on the floor and lift your hips
off the ground. Crawl around like this.

ELEPHANT STOMPS

March and stomp your feet in place.

MAZE

Work your way from start to finish through the maze.

START

FINISH

COLOR BY NUMBER

KEY

1 = YELLOW 3 = GREEN
2 = RED
4 = LIGHT GREEN

Color the picture by matching each number on
the picture to the correct color listed on the
key on the bottom of the page.

5 = BLUE
6 = PINK

7 = BLACK

Silly Stress Ball Craft
what you need
BALLOONS
PLASTIC BOTTLE
FLOUR, RICE, OR
SUGAR
FUNNEL
PERMANENT
MARKER
YARN OR STRING

what to do
1. Put the bottom of the funnel inside of the top of the bottle.
2. Pour flour, rice, sugar, or a mixture of all 3, into the bottle. The
bottle should be less than halfway filled.
3. Take out the funnel. Blow up your balloon and stretch the opening
of the balloon around the top of the bottle. Don't let the air out.
4. Slowly turn the balloon and bottle over to pour the mixture into the
balloon.
5. Once the mixture is in, carefully remove the balloon from the bottle
and let the air out slowly. If you let go, the mixture will come out.
6. Once all of the air is out of the balloon, tie a knot at the opening of
the balloon.
7. Draw a face with permanent marker. Tie yarn around the knot to
give your stress ball a hairdo.

CARDIO
DANCE
PLAYLIST

If you like the songs that you
hear during our virtual or in
person cardio dance classes,
then this is the playlist for you!
Use this list to look up your
favorite songs online and
practice your dance moves
before the next cardio dance
class.

I like to move it by will.i.am
My house by flo rida
Shake it off by taylor swift
fight song by rachel platten
down by fifth harmony
havana by camila cabello
Cha Cha slide by Mr. c
Single Ladies by Beyoncé
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